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Pseudo-Pair based Self-Similarity Learning for
Unsupervised Person Re-identification

Lin Wu, Deyin Liu*, Wenying Zhang, Dapeng Chen, Zongyuan Ge, Farid Boussaid, Mohammed Bennamoun,
Jialie Shen

Abstract—Person re-identification (re-ID) is of great impor-
tance to video surveillance systems by estimating the simi-
larity between a pair of cross-camera person shorts. Current
methods for estimating such similarity require a large number
of labeled samples for supervised training. In this paper, we
present a pseudo-pair based self-similarity learning approach for
unsupervised person re-ID without human annotations. Unlike
conventional unsupervised re-ID methods that use pseudo labels
based on global clustering, we construct patch surrogate classes
as initial supervision, and propose to assign pseudo labels to
images through the pairwise gradient-guided similarity separa-
tion. This can cluster images in pseudo pairs, and the pseudos
can be updated during training. Based on pseudo pairs, we
propose to improve the generalization of similarity function
via a novel self-similarity learning:it learns local discriminative
features from individual images via intra-similarity, and discovers
the patch correspondence across images via inter-similarity. The
intra-similarity learning is based on channel attention to detect
diverse local features from an image. The inter-similarity learning
employs a deformable convolution with a non-local block to
align patches for cross-image similarity. Experimental results on
several re-ID benchmark datasets demonstrate the superiority of
the proposed method over the state-of-the-arts.

Index Terms—Person re-identification, Pseudo pair construc-
tion, Unsupervised learning, Self-similarity learning.

I. INTRODUCTION

PERSON re-identification (re-ID) has received increasing
attention in the computer vision community due to its

significant role in video surveillance. Given a person shot as a
query instance, the goal of re-ID is to find the corresponding
subject from a large set of candidates by evaluating their
visual similarities with respect to the query. Therefore, a
reliable metric (or similarity) function is vital to an accurate
person re-ID model. Supervised metric learning approaches
have achieved remarkable success in jointly producing dis-
criminative features and a precise metric function [1]–[4].
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However, they generally require considerable labelled data
across camera pairs so as to learn an embedding that maps
similar examples to nearby points while separating dissimilar
examples far apart from each other. For this, these approaches
exploit some objective functions in terms of pairwise [3], [5],
[6], triplet [7], quadruplet [8], and lifted structured loss [9].
However, it requires expensive labelling to train the metric
learning model with pairs [3], [6], or triplets of images [7],
[10], [11]. Moreover, by requiring a dataset with both identity
and camera information, supervised approaches are inherently
biased towards the dataset they are trained on and are therefore
not generalizable.

In contrast to supervised approaches, their unsupervised
counterparts alleviate the need for annotation, which can be
very costly to obtain in real-world scenarios. Several Unsuper-
vised domain adaptation (UDA) person re-ID methods [12]–
[15] aim to train a model on a labeled source dataset before
adapting it to the unlabelled target dataset. However, preparing
the labelled source dataset is costly while there is no measure
to ascertain the domain gap between the source and the target
datasets. Purely unsupervised methods [5], [16]–[22] differ
from UDA techniques in that they have no identity information
whether from the source or target datasets. Such methods can
perform unsupervised similarity learning by first generating
pseudo labels for image clusters or individual images. They
then improve the grouping of similar images within each
identity. Though these approaches have been shown to yield
state-of-the-art results, they raise two prominent concerns:
(i) The clusters may be ill-generated with noisy labels, e.g.,
clustering image features extracted from a pre-trained network
may result in imperfect clusters. The re-ID performance would
be greatly degraded if images were assigned incorrect pseudo
labels. Moreover, such methods need to estimate the global
clustering of the whole training data because they apply soft-
max formulation to assess the clustering membership for each
image. This poses a strong constraint to a purely unsupervised
re-ID setup. (ii) Discriminative features, such as body parts
and textures, can improve the generalization of a re-ID model.
However, these features have not been jointly learned with the
similarity function.

In this work, we are interested in developing a pseudo-pair
based self-similarity learning for purely unsupervised re-ID.
For this, we need to generate pseudo pairs, and then perform
fine-grained similarity learning to improve the generalization
by learning discriminative features from the image itself.
Unlike conventional methods that use pseudo labels based
on global clustering, we explore the relative pseudo pairs
based on the surrogate classes [23], i.e., the image gradients
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derived from a surrogate class can potentially describe the
pairwise relationship between images. This can naturally yield
images in pseudo pairs without requiring the global clustering
of training data. To derive the discriminative features which
benefit the generalization ability of the similarity function, we
investigate a few methods based on explainable attributes [15],
[18], [20]. These methods show that some attributes, such
as outfit and textures, can be separated from identities and
transferred to an unlabelled target dataset. However, our setup
has no attribute annotations. Another recent work exploits the
potential similarity (from the global body to local parts) within
unlabeled images so as to build the identity-related groups
[24]. The core idea is based on patch matching, i.e., different
parts can encode different discriminative features of an iden-
tity. Inspired by the aforementioned methods, we propose to
discover discriminative features from the image itself and yet
benefit the generalization of the similarity function.

A. Our Approach
We propose an unsupervised learning approach to learn a

similarity function for person re-ID based on pseudo pairs.
Instead of labelling images based on global clustering, we
construct a set of surrogate classes as initial supervision. Each
class consists of a seed patch and its variation patches formed
by random transformations. Then we propose a gradient-
guided similarity separation, which directly relates images
to the corresponding identity manifold by measuring the
discrepancy of image gradients derived w.r.t the surrogate
class. This separation can be interpreted as a proxy for the
pairwise comparison. It encourages the pairwise clustering
by measuring the discrepancy between gradient vectors. As
a result, images are clustered in the form of pseudo pairs.

Given images in pseudo pairs, we further propose to im-
prove the generalization of similarity function by learning
more discriminative features from the image itself. In this
sense, we propose to attend diverse parts to make the param-
eters of similarity function robustly adaptive to unseen shots.
This mechanism is referred as intra-similarity learning, which
is adversarially trained using channel attention without part
annotations but with a regularization on parameter gradients
to boost the generalization. This can effectively avoid the
over-fitting on easy training samples. For example, if the
upper body knowledge is sufficient to distinguish the training
identities, the deep model will only focus on the body parts
while ignoring other useful information. Apart from the intra-
similarity learning for diverse features on each image, the
similarity function should be convenient for pairwise image
comparison. Thus, we propose a second mechanism, known as
inter-similarity learning, which is carried out by aggressively
searching for patch similarity across images. To align patch
correspondence, we employ the deformable convolution [25]
which operates a dynamic offset estimator to learn patch off-
sets across images. More specifically, to estimate the dynamic
offsets, we adopt a non-local block [26], [27] that performs
patch-wise similarity matching. These two mechanisms lead
to the proposed fine-grained self-similarity pipeline.

The contributions of this paper are summarized as follows:
1) We propose an effective unsupervised self-similarity learn-

ing approach for person re-ID based on pseudo pairs. The
method aims to jointly learn both useful features and the sim-
ilarity function; 2) A gradient-guided similarity separation is
proposed to encourage pairwise clustering of gradient vectors,
which can improve the pseudo labeling during training; 3) To
improve the generalization of the learned metric, we propose
a self-similarity learning which consists of a intra-similarity
learning on each image to discover diverse features, and a
inter-similarity learning across images to capture the cross-
view similarity.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II
reviews recent works related to our method. Section III details
the proposed similarity learning approach, and in Section IV
we conduct experiments to evaluate our method in comparison
with state-of-the-art models. Finally, we conclude the paper in
Section V.

II. RELATED WORK

In this section, we review recent works with relevance to
unsupervised learning, domain adaptation in person re-ID as
well as self-similarity learning and deep attention models.

A. Unsupervised Learning in Person Re-ID

Conventional unsupervised methods usually can be cat-
egorized into three streams: designing hand-craft features
[28], [29], exploiting localized salience statistics [30], [31],
or dictionary-learning based methods [32]. However, these
methods are under-performed due to the difficulty of design-
ing features under camera changes and different illumination
conditions. Recently, unsupervised domain adaptation (UDA)
methods [13]–[15], [19], [20], [33], [34] were proposed to
learn a re-ID model from a labelled source domain and an
unlabelled target domain. For example, Wang et al. [20] pro-
posed to learn an attribute-semantic and identity-discriminative
representation from the source dataset, and transfer to the
target domain. Zhong et al. [14] proposed a framework that
consisted of a classification module and an exemplar mem-
ory module for the labeled source data and the unlabelled
target data. These methods take advantage of the external
source domain, in which some cross-camera identities should
be annotated. To alleviate the requirement on cross-camera
identities, clustering-generated pseudo labels are employed in
UDA methods [15], [17], [34], [35]. However, the pseudo
labels derived from clusters could be noisy. To overcome this
issue, a Mutual-Mean-Teaching framework [15] was presented
to refine the quality of pseudo labels via on-line soft pseudo
labels. Unlike these methods, we focus on fully unsupervised
re-ID without any external source or identity annotations.

Purely unsupervised learning in person re-ID can learn a
similarity through the relationship between individual images.
[5], [16]–[22]. For example, [17] introduced an unsupervised
style transfer framework to generate style-transferred images
for each identity, and then learned the similarity from both
the original and transferred data. Another paradigm adopted
an iterative clustering based deep learning [16], [19], where the
network was trained based on the clustering generated pseudo
labels. As clustering based methods roughly divide images
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into clusters for training, they would make the model highly
dependent on the clustering results, which could hinder the
performance due to the inevitable noisy labels (e.g., images
from different identities can be clustered into the same cluster).
Instead of using the global clustering results as supervision
guidance, we construct surrogate classes to cluster images into
pseudo pairs.

B. Domain Adaptation in Person Re-ID

Domain adaptation can be applied into the re-ID task to
align cameras under cross-view changes [12], [13], [36], [37].
For instance, Zheng et al. [37] addressed the cross-view
situation by learning a camera-invariant descriptor subspace,
which is known as camera-style adaptation. Deng et al. [12]
adopted domain adaptation to achieve image translation while
maintaining the discriminative cues contained in the label
space. These methods performed domain alignment in the fea-
ture space, without operating in the similarity space. The view
confusion feature learning method (VCFL) [36] was recently
introduced to learn view-agnostic identity-wise features via a
combination of view-generic and view-specific models. How-
ever, VCFL [36] over-emphasizes the common parts (average
images) while inattentively suppressing different views, since
the adversarial training was likely to become optimal when
attaining the averaged values so as to cater for various views.
All these methods deal with cross-camera distribution by using
domain adaptation. This setting is different from our problem.

C. Self-Similarity Learning

Self-similarity describes a relational structure of individual
image features by computing the similarities between them
[38]–[40]. For instance, Kwon et al. [39] proposed a robust
motion representation with spatial-temporal self-similarities
where each local region is represented as similarities to its
neighbors in space and time. In person re-ID task, only a
few methods have been so far developed based on self-
similarity learning [22], [24]. For example, Seth et al. [22]
assigned the same pseudo label to each image and a set of
its pose-transformed versions. This is done in conjunction
with a metric learning loss to learn a latent space where
samples belonging to different identities are located further
apart than those belonging to the same identity. Another recent
unsupervised self-similarity grouping (SSG) was presented to
mine the potential similarities characterized by the training
samples from a global to local manner [24]. The core idea of
SSG is based on patch matching, where different parts contain
different discriminative information of a person. In contrast,
our method differs from the above methods in two aspects:
1) we do not require any data augmentation in the similarity
learning process, and 2) we are inspired by the patch matching
and propose to discover discriminative patches from the image
itself as well as the patch correspondences across images.

D. Deep Attention Models

In person re-ID, person misalignment and background bi-
ases [2] hinder the learning of a robust representation. Visual
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Fig. 1: The proposed unsupervised self-similarity learning for person
re-ID based on pseudo pairs. Given unlabelled person images, we first
construct a set of surrogate classes for providing initial pseudo labels.
Then we derive the gradient vectors of paired images x and x̃ w.r.t the
surrogate class centroid vectors to form pseudo pairs. To improve the
generalization, we propose the self-similarity learning, which consists
of the intra-similarity (subject attention modules) and inter-similarity
(deformable convolution with non-local blocks) learning.

attention mechanisms aim at emphasizing the most informa-
tive regions for identification, while discarding the irrelevant
ones (e.g., background and occluded regions). A binary hard
attention was used in [41] to localize the informative body
parts of a person. Liu et al. [1] proposed the Comparative
Attention Network (CAN), which repeatedly localized the
discriminative parts and compared the different regions of
paired person images. Likewise, Wu et al. [42] introduced
a deep co-attention based comparator to fuse co-dependent
representations of paired images so as to correlate the best
relevant parts. In Harmonious Attention Convolutional Neural
Network (HA-CNN) [43], a hard region-level attention and a
soft pixel-level attention were learned in a unified attention
block. Wang et al. [44] considered both channel-wise and
spatial-wise attention in a fully attentional block (FAB), where
the channel information was re-calibrated and the spatial
structure information was also preserved. Concurrently with
attention models, bilinear pooling [45] was first introduced to
model the local pairwise feature interactions for fine-grained
recognition problems. Thereafter, Wu et al. [46] utilized an
integrative form of the bilinear operation to pool a high-
dimensional feature representation for the task of person re-
ID. Recently, Suh et al. [2] used part-aligned representations
to reduce the part misalignment by fusing the appearance and
part feature maps in a bilinear pooling layer. Another state-
of-the-art method was recently presented by Fang et al. [47]
to build a bilinear attention network by utilizing the higher-
order statistical information that may hide in the feature maps.
Unlike the above methods, we utilize the channel attention
mechanism to detect body parts with detection parameters,
which can be adaptive into different person shots.
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TABLE I: A summary of notations.

Notations Descriptions
LC(·) The loss for similarity learning
LGS(·) The gradient-guided similarity loss
LAdv(·) The adversarial loss for intra-similarity
LS(·) The multi-class cross-entropy loss for inter-similarity
x The input image
C The surrogate classes
θ The model parameters

F (·) The similarity function
g∗ The gradient vector of the input image
δ The similarity threshold

A(·) The adversary network
SA[·] The subject attention learner

CPAM[·] The channel-attention module
hk The learnable offset for the k-th location
dst The similarity score between images xs and xt

ψ The regularization parameter for each SA[·]

III. UNSUPERVISED SELF-SIMILARITY LEARNING FOR
PERSON RE-IDENTIFICATION

Given unlabelled person images, we aim to jointly learn
discriminative features and accurate similarity function in
purely unsupervised setup. To acquire supervision information
from unlabeled data, we construct the surrogate classes for
each image via a group of transformations on its sampled
patches (Section III-A). This can assign initial pseudo labels
for images based on the global clustering. However, such
a clustering criterion is noisy, and would impact the repre-
sentation. Instead, we propose to cluster images into pseudo
pairs by measuring the gradient alignment of pairwise images
w.r.t the surrogate class. Then we propose a pairwise loss to
reflect the clustering correctness (Section III-B). To enhance
the generalization of the learned similarity, we propose self-
similarity learning that consists of intra-similarity learning to
discover local discriminative features from individual images,
and inter-similarity learning to align features across images
for similarity comparison (Section III-C). An overview of our
framework is illustrated in Fig. 1. The notations used in this
paper are summarized in Table I.

A. Surrogate Class Construction

We generate the surrogate classes by extracting patches
sampled from each image, and then apply a range of trans-
formations on these patches. The initial set of patches P =
{p1, . . . ,pN} is formed by sampling N patches of size
64 × 32 from different person images of size 128 × 64. For
example, an image I of size 128 × 64 can be divided into
four patches of size 64 × 32. These patches can form the
initial set P of I . Then, we define a family of transformations
{Tγ |γ ∈ Γ}, parameterized by a set of vectors Γ. Each
transformation is a composition of primitive transformations
including flipping, translation, rotation and scaling. After each
transformation, we apply color jittering on each patch. All
primitive transformation parameters are concatenated into a
single parameter vector γ.

As shown in Fig. 2, for each patch pi, we select K
parameter vectors {γ1

i , . . . , γ
K
i } and apply the corresponding

transformations Ti = {Tγ1
i
, . . . , TγK

i
} to obtain a set of

transformed patches Ω(pi) = Tipi, i = 1, . . . , N . For each
patch set Ω(pi), we compute the RGB means at pixel-level

Fig. 2: The surrogate class construction using patch transfor-
mations including flipping, translation, rotation and scaling.
See texts for details. Color jitting is applied after each trans-
formation.

across different patches to form a mean vector mi. Then, we
perform k-mean clustering across these mi(i = 1, ..., N) to
form C clusters, for which we call surrogate classes. For each
cluster c ∈ C, we have the centroid vector vc. A straight way
of assigning a pseudo label to each image x is to use the 1-
nearest neighbor across the surrogate classes, that is, directly
compare x with vc and choose the nearest class. However,
such surrogate classes simply group visually similar patches
while one identity image may be semantically associated with
multiple classes. Thus, the nearest neighbor based labelling
is noise-prone. In light of this, we propose to cluster images
in pseudo pairs. Specifically, we define a similarity function
F (x,vc; θ) : x × vc → R, which estimates the degree of
confidence that the image x belongs to a surrogate class
represented by vc. F (·) is implemented by a neural network
parameterized by θ. F (·) will be defined in Section III-B.
The surrogate classes simply provide initial supervision by
evaluating the similarity value F (x,vc; θ) between x and vc
offline. Ideally, the classes should be defined at the identity-
level wherein each image is related to a class with its pseudo
label corresponding to the true identity. As such, each image
is evaluated with the similarity between the image and the
surrogate class. With this, in the following we propose a
pairwise clustering criterion, which relates images into a class
by measuring the gradient vectors between them.

B. Gradient-Guided Similarity Separation

To assign pseudo labels to unlabelled person images, we
propose to measure the gradient vectors of pairwise images
w.r.t the surrogate classes. We observe that when the similarity
function F (·) learns to measure the similarity of two images
from the same class manifold 1, the gradient vectors of a
loss function defined over F (·) at the two images are highly
correlated with each other. Thus, F (·) can be formulated to
maximize the correlation between gradients over the pairwise
images if the images are from the same identity. In this spirit,
we propose a gradient-guided similarity separation, which
drives the gradient alignment over pairwise images.

Formally, given two person image features x and x̃ across
camera views, we define gs and gt as the respective gradient
vectors derived from a loss function for F (·). Thus, we have

gs = ∇θLC(F,x,vc; θ),gt = ∇θLC(F, x̃,vc; θ). (1)

1Ideally, each class manifold corresponds to an identity.
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Here, LC(F, ∗,vc; θ) denotes the soft-max function for op-
timizing the similarity function F (∗,vc; θ), where vc is a
specific surrogate class vector. The similarity function between
the image feature x and the class vector vc takes the form as:

F (x,vc; W, b) = xTWvc + b, (2)

where W is the computational matrix corresponding to the
parameter θ, and b is a bias (We omit b in the rest of the
paper for simplicity). As the gradient vectors can characterize
the direction towards the local minima [11], we propose to
measure the discrepancy between gs and gt via the cosine
similarity. Accordingly, the gradient-guided similarity, i.e., dst,
can be formulated as the cosine distance between gs and gt:

dst =
gTs gt

||gs||2||gt||2
. (3)

Intuitively, minimizing dst amounts to encouraging pairwise
images from the same identity to center around the same
cluster. To update the pseudo labeling during training, we
introduce a new loss LGS based on the pairwise alignment
between gradients. This is inspired by the manifold learning
indicating that complex low-dimensional manifolds can be
learned from pairwise distance optimization [48]. Person re-ID
can be interpreted as manifold clustering: if all intra-personal
images are closer in the feature space than the inter-personal
images, then a perfect person retrieval is achieved [49]–[52].
Based on the above, the gradient-guided similarity separation
is formulated by minimizing the following loss:

LGS = E
[
1− α

2
(dst − δ)2

]
, (4)

where δ ∈ (0, 1) refers to a similarity threshold and α > 0
controls the slope of the gradient direction. In each training
batch, we approximate the LGS by computing the expectation
of parameters sampled from the training iterations. We remark
that we do not constrain the value range of the similarity
scores dst by re-scaling because dst has been normalized.
The rationale of Eq.(4) is to implicitly reveal the identity
manifold across images by promoting the pairwise gradient
distances between images. We operate purely on image pairs
without global clustering to maximize the pairwise similarity
for images from the same identity. The idea of gradient-guided
similarity separation is depicted in Fig. 3.

During training, our methods updates the cluster centroid
vector vc via center-based aggregation. Suppose that there
are K clusters with the k-th cluster having Nk images. Let
fyi(x) be the neural network penultimate layer, which outputs
the image x with the pseudo label yi. The center vector vc
is then computed as vc = 1

Nk

∑
yi=k

fyi(x). Our objective
is to jointly learn the pseudo labelling (with LGS) and the
similarity function F (·) (with LC) via the gradient descent
over all training images in pairs. Thus, we formulate the
learning objective function as:

L = LC + LGS . (5)

In Eq. (5), when optimizing LGS by a batch gradient descent
update rule, one needs to compute gs and gt over paired
images. Although the initial surrogate clustering may assign

2c

1c
2
sg

2
tg

1
tg

1
sg

Fig. 3: Scheme of gradient-guided similarity separation for
improved pseudo labelling. The same shape indicates samples
from the same identity class. Given two classes c1, c2 ∈ C:
the gradient vectors of pairwise samples g1

s ,g
1
t and g2

s ,g
2
t are

encouraged to be centered around the corresponding class by
minimizing the gradient-guided similarity loss for d1

st and d2
st,

respectively. Best viewed in color.

different (incorrect) labels to the images, the gradient align-
ment scheme can effectively associate images into the correct
class. Meanwhile, the similarity function F (·) can also be
jointly optimized with the improved clustering.

C. Fine-Grained Self-Similarity Learning

The above gradient-guided similarity alignment is able
to cluster images based on pairwise comparison. However,
optimizing the similarity learning supervised by identity-level
manifolds is limited in generalizing the learnt metric to unseen
shots. This is because the identity-level semantics may easily
lead the training model to select the easiest examples so as
to decrease the overall empirical training risk. This tends to
make the training model over-fitting to training samples. To
generalize the re-ID model, recent studies attempt to learn
part-based features [4], [21], [53], which are discriminative
and generalizable to unseen identities [54]. Inspired by this,
we propose a fine-grained self-similarity to improve the gener-
alization of the similarity function through 1) intra-similarity
learning on each image to discover diverse part features, and 2)
inter-similarity learning across images to align features under
visual variations. Unlike existing patch sampling based re-
ID methods [4], [21], [53] that require precise bounding-box
annotations, our method requires no auxiliary annotations but
learns to attend part features within/across label-free images.

1) Intra-Similarity Learning via Adversarial Learning: To
identify the discriminative patterns on each image, we utilize
the cues of the image itself. It is observed that convolutional
filters can be used as attribute detectors, and the resulting
feature maps preserve diverse attributes in the channels [54].
Inspired by this, we present a Channel Part Attention Module
(CPAM) to detect the part features in CNN channels (e.g.,
hoodie, striped T-shirt, backpacks). This strategy leads to the
intra-similarity learning.

Suppose there are J attributes to be detected, we can
detect each attribute in CPAM[j], j = 1, . . . , J . Let U ∈
RC×H×W = f(x) denote the feature block truncated from the
deep neural network, e.g., ResNet [55]. Here x is the image.
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f(·) denotes the network parameters. C, H and W denote the
number of channels, height and width of the feature block. For
each CPAM[j], we learn its corresponding Subject (identity)
2 Attention learner, i.e., SA[j], (j = 1, . . . , J) to capture its
attribute. SA[j] will be defined later. Specifically, the CPAM[j]
is computed as follows:

CPAM[j] = U � σ[W2
jReLU [W1

jΨ(U)]], (6)

where Ψ(·) is a spatial average pooling to aggregate U
into a channel descriptor, which is then passed through two
fully-connected layers, parameterized by W1

j ∈ R64×C and
W2

j ∈ RC×64 to capture the interactions between chan-
nels. The resulting feature block is then operated by ReLU
and Sigmoid (σ[·]). After that, U is reweighted by the
channel-wise multiplication � between Uc̄ and the scalar
σ[W2ReLU [W1Ψ(U)]]c̄, where c̄ denotes the channel index.
The computation of CPAM [j] is depicted in Fig. 4 (a).

a) Understanding the Diverse Attribute Detector: The
re-weighting operation in the CPAM[j] can be understood
as a group of attribute selectors (e.g., in Fig.4, it attends
to “jacket” and “pants”, yet ignores “head”). The region
proposals generated from each CPAM[j] can be combined into
a detector for different attributes. However, such a combination
has to determine which channel contains what attribute. This
turns out to be very difficult. To address this challenge, we feed
each CPAM[j] into a stack of shared embedding layers (pa-
rameterized by g(·)) so as to transfer the diversity of different
CPAM[j] into a combined learner, i.e., SA[j] = g(Û), where
Û=CPAM[j]. Then, we explicitly encourage the diversity
among these CPAM[j], j = 1, . . . , J by imposing a diversity
constraint on the SA[j] via an adversary network. Such an
adversary network tries to minimize the discrepancies amongst
the SA learners while the CPAM tries to simultaneously detect
different attributes of different channels to maximize these
discrepancies. Hence, the adversarial optimization can be cast
as a max-min game:

max
f,g,Û

min
A

LAdv =

J∑
j,j′

||A(SA[j](f(x)))−A(SA[j′](f(x)))||22,

(7)
where x is the input image. f and g denote the mapping
functions of the convolutional blocks. A(·) is the adversary
network. Eq. (7) measures the discrepancy across all SA learn-
ers of one identity. To simplify the two-stage optimization,
we adopt the gradients reverse layer (GRL) [56] to make the
objective equivalent to minA LAdv and minf,g,Û (−LAdv).

The above part feature detector should be adaptive to differ-
ent images from the same identity. Thus, we apply a regular-
ization on each SA to efficiently fine-tune the new parameters.
The SA learners can learn to detect the attributes with the
parameters ψ∗ via φi = LAdv (arg minLAdv(ψ

∗,xi),xj).
The learned parameters ψ∗ should have a good generalization
on the new sample xj , which has an inductive bias particularly
well-suited for different person shots. To this end, we consider

2We use subject and identity interchangeably.
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Fig. 4: Scheme of the intra-similarity module for each identity.
(a) The computation of the CPAM[j] via subject attention. In
this case, “bag” and “body” are activated while “shoes” is
suppressed. (b) The adversary network is placed after each
subject-attention learner. (Best viewed in color).

an explicit regularized term ||φ − ψ||2, which can be added
into Eq. (7). Thus, we have

argmin
φ

LAdv(φ, xi) +
β

2
||φ−ψ||2, (8)

where the regularization term β
2 ||φ − ψ||

2 encourages φ
to remain close to ψ, while β plays a role in controlling
the strength of prior ψ relative to the new attribute. By
retaining on the prior ψ, the parameters can be reused and
the computational burden is reduced.

In summary, the intra-similarity learning mechanism per-
forms self-similarity learning by introspecting each person im-
age into detectable attributes, and thus distilling discriminative
parts for accurate similarity estimation. However, the intra-
similarity learning performed on individual images remains
not optimal in calculating the disparity across images caused
by viewpoint changes. In the following, we propose the inter-
similarity learning to compare local features across images.

2) Inter-Similarity Learning based on Deformable Convo-
lutions: The inter-similarity learning aims to estimate the
local similarity across person images that may undergo visual
variations caused by viewpoint changes. Taking the advantage
of deformable convolution in local feature alignment [27],
[57], we formulate the inter-similarity learning as an inte-
grative process of matching the patches between an image
and its reference image 3. As such, we aim to search the
cross-view correspondences for similarity estimation. Given
the input-reference pair (X, X̂), we extract features from X̂
in an aligned fashion, i.e., matching the patches w.r.t X
by estimating the cross-image offset. Specifically, we adopt
the deformable convolution with offset to search for the
patch correspondences. However, estimating the offset for

3A reference image is an image selected from a different camera view.
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Fig. 5: The inter-similarity module for cross-image feature
alignment. (a) The inter-similarity operation uses deformable
convolution to align features across views. (b) Inside the offset
estimator, we adopt the non-local block connection with multi-
scale features to improve the alignment. (Best viewed in color).

deformable convolution is difficult because the patches may
exhibit spatial variations caused by viewpoint changes. To
address this, we design non-local blocks in the deformable
convolution to automatically estimate such offset. As such,
the inter-similarity is implemented by learning to align cross-
view patches through the deformable convolution. The idea of
inter-similarity learning is shown in Fig. 5.

a) Deformable Convolution with Adaptive Offset: The
deformable convolution was proposed to improve the CNN
in permitting geometric transformations [25]. It is character-
ized by a learnable offset to facilitate the sampling of pixel
points with deformed grids. By virtue of this, we deploy the
deformable convolution to align cross-image patches for both
feature extraction and similarity estimation. To estimate the
offset for deformable convolution, non-local blocks based on
a multi-scale structure are adopted.

Let X and X̂ be the input and reference feature block, the
deformable convolution can be defined as:

X̄[j] =

K∑
k=1

wk ·X[j + jk +4ok], (9)

where wk, j, jk and 4ok denote the k-th kernel weight,
indices of the center, the k-th fixed offset, and the learnable
offsets for the k-th location. Eq.(9) aligns the reference feature
X̂ w.r.t X via the deformable convolution by adjusting the
offset. During the alignment, the offset4ok should be adaptive
to the input X rather than a fixed value. To this end, in the

following we present a novel offset estimator based on non-
local feature connection with multi-scale features.

b) Non-Local Feature Block Connection with Multi-
Scaling: To learn an adaptive offset for the deformable convo-
lution, we design an adaptive offset estimator. As illustrated
in Fig.5 (a), X and X̂ are concatenated into the feature block
Z, which is input to the adaptive offset estimator. Inside the
offset estimator, we employ a non-local block [26], [27] to
localize the relevant features that are spatially distant. The non-
local connection captures the high-order correlations between
inter-features, and thus can predict the dynamic offset. To
robustly deal with large visual displacements in cross-view
person images, we incorporate three non-local blocks into the
adaptive offset estimator where the local features are amplified
at various scales (i.e., 2×, 4× and 8× scales, see Fig. 5 (b)).
Specifically, the non-local block connection is defined as:

oj = Zj + Wo
1

N(Z)

∑
i

u(Zj ,Zi)WvZi, (10)

where o is the offset. i is the index of all possible positions
and j is the index of the output position. Wo denotes the
weight matrix and N(Z) is the normalization factor. u(·)
represents the pair-wise computation and WvZi computes the
linear embedding of the input Z at position i. In Eq.(10), the
learned offset o encodes the high-order correlation between
X and X̂ at patch-level. Further, u(Zj ,Zi) calculates the
pairwise similarity which can be defined as a Gaussian func-
tion u(Zj ,Zi) = exp(σ1(Zj)

Tσ2(Zi)) where σ1(·) and σ2(·)
are linear embedding functions. Hence, the non-local block
computed on the concatenated feature block can be considered
as measuring the patch-wise similarity across images. Finally,
the network maps the feature X̃i = Xi ⊕ X̄i to a classifi-
cation score vector zi = Θ(X̃i), which is then normalized
by a softmax function to produce a probability distribution
p(yilj |X̃i) =

exp(zij)∑C
j=1 exp(zij)

. We have the loss function LS

defined as

LS = log p(yili |X̃i = Xi ⊕ X̄i), (11)

where ⊕ denotes the concatenation. Herein, the loss is com-
puted as the multi-class cross-entropy between the true label
li and the predicted probability for an estimated label yilj .

3) The Objective Function: Combining the similarity func-
tion loss (LC), the gradient-guided similarity separation loss
(Eq. (4)), the self-similarity learning loss (Eq. (7) and Eq.
(11)), the final objective function of our training model can
be formulated as:

L = LC + LGS + λ1LAdv − λ2LS , (12)

where λ1 and λ2 are trade-off hyper-parameters.

IV. EXPERIMENTS

In this section, we present experimental evaluations of the
proposed approach on three benchmark datasets: Market-
1501 [58], CUHK03-NP [6], [59] and MSMT17 [13]. First,
we describe the experimental setup, and then evaluate a few
variants of our method by comparing with the state-of-the-art
(SOTA) methods. We thorougly analyze our model via ablation
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studies, which include the influence of surrogate classes and
the effect of gradient-guided separation and the self-similarity
learning component.

A. Datasets and Evaluation Protocol

• Market-1501: This dataset consists of 32,668 person
images of 1,501 identities observed under six different
camera views. The dataset is split into 12,936 training
images of 751 identities and 19,732 testing images of the
remaining 750 identities. Both training and testing images
are detected using a DPM detector [60].

• CUHK03-NP: This dataset has a new protocol on train-
ing and testing partition on CUHK03 dataset [6], [59]
with 767 and 700 identities for training and test, respec-
tively. The CUHK03 dataset provides two types of data
with manual labels and DPM detection bounding boxes.
We conduct experiments on both types of data.

• MSMT17: This is the largest person re-ID dataset [13],
containing 126,441 person images from 4,101 identities.
The person images are detected by Faster R-CNN [61].
This dataset is collected under 15 different cameras. The
training set consists of 32,621 images belonging to 1,041
identities, whereas the test set contains 93,820 images of
3,060 identities.The test set is further randomly split into
11,659 query images and 82,161 gallery images.

We adopt a widely-used evaluation protocol [3], [6]. In
the matching process, we calculate the similarities between
each query and all the gallery images, and then return the
corresponding ranked list. All the experiments are conducted
under a single query setting. The performances are evaluated
using the cumulative matching characteristics (CMC) curves,
which are an estimate of the expectation of finding the correct
match in the top k matches. We also report the mean average
precision (mAP) scores [58] over the above datasets.

B. Implementation Details

Our implementations are based on the PyTorch framework
[62]. We used the codes released by [54], [63], and we con-
sidered two backbone networks: ResNet-50 [55] and the pre-
trained GoogLeNet V1 [64]. ResNet-50 is widely used as the
backbone in person re-ID methods. We also implemented our
model based on GoogLeNet-V1 because the inception module
of GoogLeNet uses a range of convolutional filters (1×1, 3×3
and 5 × 5) together with 3 × 3 max pooling performed in
a parallel way. As such, the learned features can capture
objects at multiple scales. This design has demonstrated to be
beneficial to part-based person re-ID [2] and attribute learning
for re-ID [65] where GoogLeNet is used to align body parts
(or detect person attributes) caused by varying-sized objects.

In the set of transformations Tγ , the translation is performed
vertically and horizontally by a distance within 0.2 of the patch
size. The scaling is done by multiplication of the patch scale by
a factor in the range [0.7, 1.4] and the rotation is to rotate the
image by an angle of up to 20 degrees. We resize all training
images to 128 × 256 and then augment them by horizontal
flipping and random erasing [66]. The SA learners, CPAMs
and adversary networks are initialized using random weights.

We set the batch size to 64 and train the model with a base
learning rate that starts from 0.05 and decays to 0.005 after 40
epochs, with training completed after 300 epochs. We set the
moment µ= 0.9 and the weight decay as 0.0005. In addition,
we set λ1 = 0.015, λ2 = 2.5. The final feature dimensionality
is set to d = 512. To train the network with the three losses, we
adopt a stage-wise scheme: we first pre-train the network using
only the separation loss (LGS), then fine-tune it with the Ladv
loss integrated into the training objective. While optimizing the
objective function, we also update the classification model LS
by regularly re-initializing the classification parameters every
N iterations. During the computation of LGS , it is empirically
found that minimizing the l2 loss between gs and gt, i.e.,
||gs−gt||22, and the weight constraint on the attention learners
||SA[j](x)||22 leads to better results. All of the experiments
were conducted on a single NVIDIA TITAN XP GPU 4.

C. Comparison with State-of-the-Art Methods

We empirically verify the effectiveness of our approach
by comparing with a number of SOTA methods on three
benchmark datasets.

a) Market-1501: Comparison results on Market-1501 are
reported in Table II. We consider the following methods: 1)
the pseudo label learning based methods: CASCL [5], CAMEL
[67], BUC [16], MAR [68], MMCL [18] and SSL [19]; 2) the
UDA based methods: UST [17], TJ-AIDL [20], UMDL [69],
Exemplar [14], SPGAN [12], PTGAN [13], Self-paced-CL
[34], MMT [15] and HHL [70]; 3) the self-similarity learning
methods: PT-RDC [22] and SSG [24].

We have the following observations. The proposed method
is seen to outperform all SOTA methods, especially in com-
paring with the recent self-similarity learning methods, i.e.,
PT-RDC [22] and SSG [24]. For instance, PT-RDC [22] uses
an expertly-designed pose transformation dataset to gener-
ate more images and improves the discriminative clustering.
Comparing with PT-RDC [22], the proposed method U-SSL*
(backboned on ResNet-50 with dense feature concatenation)
does not require any augmentation and achieves a new SOTA
performance of rank-1= 94.1% and mAP=82.3%, respectively.
This is implemented by simply concatenating the global
pooled features from each residule block to form the final
features. Comparing with the SOTA UDA based methods,
i.e, Self-paced-CL [34] and MMT [15], the proposed method
also achieves superior results on both rank-1 and mAP. These
UDA methods rely on the choice of souce domains, which
may impact the performance of different target datasets. In
comparison with UDA based models, our method U-SSL
avoids the fragility of choosing a suitable source domain.

In addition, we also have the following observations. First,
our method is compatible with different backbones, i.e.,
GoogLeNet [64] and ResNet-50 [55]. Second, the general
heuristic based pseudo label generation (e.g., using clustering)
is limited in discovering discriminative features. In contrast,
we construct surrogate classes containing a variety of feature
transformations, which can potentially learn optimal discrim-
inative features.

4Codes will be available on Github once paper is accepted for publication.
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TABLE II: Comparison with SOTA on the Market-1501 dataset. U-
SSL (*) means that we densely concatenate the features from each
feature block. The best results are in boldface.

Model Rank-1 Rank-5 Rank-10 mAP
CASCL [5] 65.4 80.6 86.2 35.5

CAMEL [67] 54.5 - - 26.3
UMDL [69] 34.5 52.6 59.6 12.4

MAR [68] 67.7 81.9 - 40.0
BUC [16] 61.9 73.5 78.2 29.6

TJ-AIDL [20] 58.2 - - 26.5
SSL [19] 71.7 83.8 87.4 37.8
UST [17] 73.7 84.0 87.9 38.0

Exemplar [14] 75.1 87.6 91.6 43.0
SPGAN [12] 51.5 70.1 - 27.1
PTGAN [13] 38.6 57.1 - 15.7

HHL [70] 62.2 78.8 - 31.4
MMCL [18] 80.3 89.4 92.3 45.5

Self-paced-CL [34] 88.1 95.1 97.0 73.1
MMT [15] 87.7 94.9 96.9 71.2

PT-RDC [22] 93.6 97.2 98.3 81.6
SSG [24] 86.2 94.6 96.5 68.7

U-SSL(GoogLeNet) 86.9 95.1 96.6 62.2
U-SSL(ResNet-50) 88.6 95.2 96.8 68.7

U-SSL(GoogLeNet*) 89.7 96.4 98.8 74.7
U-SSL(ResNet-50*) 94.1 97.4 98.8 82.3

b) CUHK03-NP: We also evaluated the proposed method
on CUHK03-NP and reported the comparison results with
SOTA methods in Table III. We compared with the following
baselines: CAMEL [67], PTGAN [13], MLFN [71], DaRe [72]
and DG-Net [73]. Table III shows that our method outperforms
all competitors consistently across all measures. A primary
reason is that our method learns discriminative features from
pseudo-pairs, with the learning jointly performed with the
similarity learning. This leads to a more accurate similarity
computation. More specifically, by exploiting the channel
attention for detecting body parts, our method discovers the
diverse parts from the different channels. This advantage is
demonstrated in the detected CUHK03-NP dataset, where
person images exhibit severe occlusion and background clutter,
due to the detection imperfection. For example, comparing
with the SOTA method DaRe [72], our method improves the
rank-1 and mAP by 5.0% and 8.6%, respectively.

c) MSMT17: Table IV shows the comparison results
on this new challenging dataset. As observed, our proposed
method outperforms the baseline algorithms by a noticeable
margin. More specifically, U-SSL based on GoogLeNet out-
performs the best UDA based competitor MMT (Duke-to-
MSMT) [15] by 4.6% in terms of the rank-1 value. It is noted
that MMT [15] needs to choose an appropriate source domain.
For example, when MMT [15] chooses Market-1501 as the
source domain, its rank-1 value drops by 6.3%, compared with
the performance obtained by using DukeMTMC-reID as the
source domain. When we use ResNet-50 as the backbone,
the proposed U-SSL achieves 63.1% at rank-1. When U-
SSL densely connects features from GoogLeNet, it further
improves the rank-1 to reach a new SOTA performance. This
demonstrates the generalization of our method in leveraging
diverse features at different layers. In addition, the intra-
similarity based on attention channels can locate the discrim-
inative body parts which are useful to distinguish identities.

TABLE III: Comparison with SOTA on the CUHK03-NP dataset. U-
SSL (*) means that we densely concatenate the features from each
feature block. The best results are in boldface.

Model Labeled Detected
Rank-1 mAP Rank-1 mAP

CAMEL [67] - - 31.9 -
PTGAN [13] 37.5 - - -

MLFN [71] 54.7 49.2 52.8 47.8
DaRe(R)+RE+RR [72] 72.9 73.7 69.8 71.2

DG-Net [73] - - 65.6 61.1
U-SSL(GoogLeNet) 77.1 75.7 70.7 69.1
U-SSL(ResNet-50) 78.9 78.2 72.5 69.6

U-SSL(GoogLeNet*) 79.6 78.9 72.6 69.2
U-SSL(ResNet-50*) 79.9 80.4 74.8 69.7

TABLE IV: Comparison with SOTA on the MSMT17 dataset. U-SSL
(*) means that we densely concatenate the features from each feature
block. The best results are in boldface.

Model Rank-1 Rank-5 Rank-10 mAP
UST [17] 31.4 41.4 45.7 9.9

Exemplar [14] 30.2 41.5 46.8 10.2
GLAD [49] 61.4 76.8 81.6 34.0

PDC [74] 58.0 73.6 79.4 29.7
MMCL [18] 35.4 44.8 49.8 11.2

MMT [15] 58.8 71.0 76.1 29.7
Self-paced-CL [34] 42.3 55.6 61.2 19.1

PT-RDC [22] 69.9 80.3 85.4 40.7
U-SSL(GoogLeNet) 69.4 82.1 85.5 39.2
U-SSL(ResNet-50) 71.1 83.3 87.0 40.9

U-SSL(GoogLeNet*) 70.2 87.9 89.6 41.7
U-SSL(ResNet-50*) 73.2 89.4 90.8 43.1

D. Ablation Studies

In this section, we perform ablation studies to gain insights
into the proposed U-SSL. We first investigate the choice of
surrogate classes with different class numbers and the number
of samples per surrogate class. Then, we study the effect of
gradient-guided similarity separation as well as the role of
self-similarity learning in our method.

a) Effect of Surrogate Classes: To directly evaluate the
choice of surrogate classes, we conduct a classification task to
discriminate these classes, where we adopt the ResNet-50 [55]
as the backbone and extract the components of the network
before the soft-max layer. The number of surrogate classes,
i.e., N varies between 50 and 32,000. We conduct the trial
on Market-1501 dataset, which is suitable to patch sampling
because the dataset contains a moderately even-numbered of
images regarding each identity. The results are shown in
Fig. 6 (a). It clearly shows that the classification accuracy
increases as more surrogate classes are included in the training.
It reaches an optimum at around 8,000 classes and starts
decreasing thereafter. This is because the larger the number
of surrogate classes, the more likely it is to draw similar
samples close to a group. However, when the number of
surrogate classes increases, collisions may undermine the set
of surrogate labels because the classification tends to wrongly
classify the same patch into multiple labels. To prove that, we
examine the validation error on the same dataset. The valida-
tion set is created by randomly choosing 100 disjoint identities
from the training identities. It implies that oversampling on
similar images may unexpectedly decrease the performance of
the model. However, this drawback can be mitigated by our
proposed gradient-guided similarity separation, which relates
the same identity images into the same class.
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we have different y-axes for the two curves.
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Fig. 7: Impact of training with the LGS loss on the Market-
1501 dataset. In each subfigure, the two axes show the mAP
values at different stages and the gradient ∂LGS

∂dst
|θ = 1 −

α(dst − δ)against the similarity scores dst between the query
xs and the gallery xt. Here, we empirically set α = 2 and
δ = 0.25 is plotted as a vertical dashed line. Scores that are
relevant (irrelevant) to the query images are visualized in the
red circles (blue squares).

Fig. 6 (b) shows the classification accuracy on the Market-
1501 dataset when the number of training samples per surro-
gate class, i.e., K varies between 1 and 256. The classification
performance steadily increases with more samples per surro-
gate class and saturates at around 64 samples. This empirically
indicates that creating 64 samples for each surrogate class is
sufficient to approximate the class distinction.

b) Effect of Gradient-Guided Similarity Separation: In
this experiment, we evaluate the influence of the pairwise
alignment between gradient vectors, and show the results
in Fig. 7. To do so, we select a query from the Market-
1501 dataset and introspect the stages of epoch 100 to epoch
200. The gradients are plotted against the similarity scores
dst between the query xd and the gallery image xt, and
scores for relevant/irrelevant images are colored in red and
blue, respectively. For each query, the mAP values are also
computed at each stage. As can be seen from the figure,
the similarity scores for the query set are reasonably well
separated as the training progresses into more epochs, so as
to expedite the separation on relevant/irrelevant examples into
increasingly tighter clusters. At the same time, most relevant
examples are shown to be above the δ threshold. We conclude
that when the similarity scores above δ are increased, the
corresponding vectors will be pushed closer.

To show the relative role of LGS in the overall objective
optimization L, we train four variants of our model by opti-
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Fig. 9: Evaluation of hyper-parameters λ1 and λ2.

mizing ε·LGS , where the coefficient ε empirically manipulates
the role of LGS . Results are shown in Table V. When a
similarity function optimizes LGS alone, it cannot reduce the
view difference, and therefore leads to a less effective metric.
When the objective function Eq. (12) is combined with LGS
with the balance parameter empirically adjusted in the range of
ε = {0.001, 0.01, 1}, the model tends to learn the separation
and feature mapping from semantic embeddings effectively.
Finally, when the role of LGS is fully incorporated into the
objective function, the performance in terms of mAP and rank-
1 peaks on two datasets.

c) Effect of Intra-Similarity Learning: In the self-
similarity learning paradigm, the intra-similarity learning is
deployed to detect body parts of identities. Then, the resulting
responses are fed to the cross-image inter-similarity learning
to encode the similarity estimation. In this experiment, we re-
place the adversarial learning by employing a spatial attention
to integrate the channels of the CPAMs. More specifically, for
each CPAM[j] = Û corresponding to the j-th attribute, we first
perform an average pooling to aggregate spatial features into
a channel signature: U = 1

h×w
∑h
i=1

∑w
j=1 Ûi,j,1:C . Then, we

add two fully connected layers to the resultant signature as
ReLU(W2×ReLU(W1U)). The comparison results on two
datasets are given in Fig. 8. The adversarial constraint on the
channels clearly leads to higher accuracy values compared
to the simplified average feature aggregation plus the fully
connected layers. We further evaluate the contribution of intra-
similarity in the whole optimization, and the results on two
datasets are shown in Table VI. We remark that the essence
of feature diversity is ensured by the min-max game of the
CPAMs and SA learners. Thus, we fix the parameter λ2

and adjust λ1 to show the effect of LAdv in the whole
optimization. Table VI shows that λ1 can be empirically set
to a smaller value, i.e., λ1 = 0.015, which entails that more
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TABLE V: Effect of gradient-guided separation on two datasets.

Model Market-1501 MSMT17
mAP Rank-1 mAP Rank-1

(ε = 0.001)LGS → L 34.1 89.2 38.9 63.5
(ε = 0.01)LGS → L 38.4 91.4 41.7 68.6

(ε = 1)LGS → L 82.3 94.1 43.1 71.2

TABLE VI: Effect of intra-similarity learning on the optimization.

Model Market-1501 MSMT17
λ1LAdv+λ2LS mAP Rank-1 mAP Rank-1

(λ1 = 0, λ2 = 0.25) 75.7 86.6 34.8 55.4
(λ1 = 15, λ2 = 25) 78.8 89.2 36.4 56.1

(λ1 = 0.15, λ2 = 2.5) 79.2 90.7 37.8 57.8
(λ1 = 0.015, λ2 = 0.25) 82.3 94.1 43.1 71.2

enforcement should be imposed on Ladv because the resultant
local features from the intra-similarity learning are vital to the
inter-similarity learning.

d) Effect of The Non-local Block: To validate the impor-
tance of the non-local block in the deformable convolution,
we compare the performance of the proposed algorithm with
and without non-local blocks. As shown in Table VII, the
network with non-local blocks consistently achieves superior
performance. This indicates that non-local blocks are helpful
in capturing the long-range dependencies and the correlations
of each feature, which are necessary to estimate the offset.
Without the non-local blocks, we observe a performance drop
of 4.7% at the rank-1 value on Market-1501, and a drop by
3.8%, 3.3% on the other two datasets.

e) The Study on Hyper-Parameters: In this experiment,
we empirically evaluate the hyper-parameters λ1 and λ2 to
determine their optimal values. Specifically, we vary the value
of one parameter, e.g., λ1, ranging from 0 to 100, while fixing
the other. The evaluation results are shown in Fig. 9. We
can see that the empirically optimal values for the hyper-
parameters are λ1 = 0.015, λ2 = 2.5. Thus, we use these
values as default if not specified otherwise.

f) Generalization Ability: We have evaluated how our
proposed method generalizes from a source (training) dataset
to a different target dataset. We adopted the training model on
one dataset, e.g., Market-1501, and then adapted the model to
a different target dataset, e.g., MSMT17. We split the target-
domain data into clusters and un-clustered outliers by using
the DBSCAN algorithm [75]. To adapt the source domain
to the target domain in an unsupervised manner, we adopt
the self-paced learning [34], where in the re-clustering step
before each epoch, only the most reliable clusters are preserved
while the unreliable clusters are disassembled back to un-
clustered instances. Following [34], the unreliable clusters
can be identified by measuring the independence and com-
pactness. Obtained experimental results are reported in Table
VIII, which show that our method performs better than the
SOTA methods. This is mainly due to the reliable clusters
constructed by our gradient-guided similarity algorithm. Our
results demonstrate that the clustering reliability impacts the
learned representation. This observation is consistent with
HM-Self-paced-CL [34].

TABLE VII: Rank-1 value (mAP) for our model with/without the
non-local blocks.

Model Market-1501 CUHK03-NP MSMT17
w/o NB 88.2 (77.4) 0.0 (0.0) 87.1 (38.7)
w NB 94.1 (82.3) 0.0 (0.0) 71.2 (43.1)

V. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we propose a novel unsupervised self-
similarity learning paradigm for person re-identification. We
reformulate the pseudo labelling as the trainable surrogate
classes and generate images in pseudo pairs by measuring pair-
wise gradient alignments. This scheme can effectively improve
the pseudo labeling with relative pairwise comparison, instead
of accessing the global clustering structure. To enhance the
generalization of the learned metric towards unseen shots, self-
similarity learning is performed to identify diverse patches.
This is achieved through adversarial training to obtain local
discriminatives feature from individual images, namely intra-
similarity learning. Meanwhile, we promote the inter-similarity
learning across images via a deformable convolution with non-
local block connections. We demonstrate the superiority of our
method on several benchmark datasets.
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